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Medium can export sculpts into files that other programs can use. It exports colors as either
vertex colors in the mesh or by baking texture maps. When baking textures, Medium generates
color maps and either object space or tangent space normal maps.
The export UI looks like this:

This export UI controls an export pipeline that consists of the following stages:
1) Decimation
2) UV Unwrapping
3) Texture Baking
4) Output
Medium stores signed distance and color data as voxels. For rendering, Medium triangulates
the SDF data into a mesh that uses vertex color for the color data. The export pipeline uses this
mesh to start with and applies further processing.
If you want to export a mesh from Medium that matches what you see in Medium, set the
TRIANGLES field to 100% (so no decimation occurs), and set the PAINT field to Vertex Colors.
The stages of the export pipeline are connected like this:

There are four switches in the export UI that control what it creates: vertex colors or texturing,
object space or tangent space normal maps, the mesh file format, and texture map file format.
There are also settings for the amount of decimation and the size of the texture maps.
I’ll explain each stage of the pipeline in more detail.

Decimation

Meshes at 100%, 10%, and 1% decimation

Mesh decimation is the process of taking a mesh and reducing it to a lower triangle count. The
original mesh used for rendering is very dense, can easily choke other applications, and isn’t
appropriate for a real-time game engine.
Medium’s meshes are generated by an algorithm called Transvoxel, which is similar to Marching
Cubes. Medium’s runtime renderer has four LOD meshes that it uses. For the export pipeline,
we always start with LOD0 (the highest resolution mesh). These meshes can be incredibly
dense, so Medium’s exporter first decimates the mesh to reduce it to a user-controlled target
triangle count.
Mesh decimation is done by using edge collapsing with quadric error metrics. It looks at each
edge of the mesh and removes the edges that are closest to the original mesh. It iteratively
performs this process until the mesh is close to the target triangle count. The target triangle
count is only a guide to Medium’s decimator, and the decimated mesh will rarely be that exact
number, but it will be close.
Typically, you can set the decimation to be 10% without affecting visual quality because the
original triangle meshes are so dense. Even 1% is often reasonable, especially when combined
with texturing.
Mesh decimation comes in two flavors: vertex color-aware decimation and position-only
decimation. Vertex color-aware decimation will consider vertex color when deciding which edge
to collapse, so if the sculpt has high-resolution paint on a flat surface, then the algorithm will try
to decimate the mesh so that the paint looks the same. Position-only decimation will consider
only the geometric position of the vertices and not care about vertex color, which is the path we
use when texture mapping because the texture map will capture all the painting detail.

UV Unwrapping

Medium will automatically generate texture coordinates. Medium creates a separate set of
textures for each layer (where a set is a color and normal map).
Medium creates the texture coordinates for the decimated, lower-resolution mesh. The exported
mesh is the decimated mesh with UVs, and the original high-resolution mesh is used for baking.
It is possible for the UV unwrapping to fail. Medium will tell you which layer failed. In that case,
there are a couple of options:
- Try to decimate the mesh with a smaller triangle count
- Try to split the problematic layer into multiple, smaller layers
When unwrapping the mesh, Medium may need to increase the texture size from what was
selected in the export UI. The texture size will never be smaller than the export UI setting, but it
can increase. The largest texture size used by any layer is the texture size used by all the
layers. For example, if there are three layers, and the UV unwrapping needed the first one to be
at least 256, the second one to be at least 512, and the third one to be at least 1024, then all of
the layers will use textures maps of size 1024.
It uses a library called UVAtlas to generate the texture map charts and atlas them together.

Texture baking

Color, object space normals, and tangent space normal texture maps

Medium bakes textures by casting rays from the decimated, low-resolution into the original,
high-resolution mesh. It generates color maps and normal maps for each layer.

Notes on Tangent space normal maps

Medium uses a library called MikkTSpace to generate tangent vectors. This is the same way
that Unity and Unreal calculate tangent space and is a standard way of calculating tangent
space.
Our tangent space normal maps are YUp like Unity. If you want to use them in Unreal, you need
to invert the green channel.
We write out the tangent and binormal vectors if you export into an FBX file. Those vectors can
be used directly, or if the other application calculates tangent space using MikkTSpace, they
can be ignored.
OBJ files have no support for tangent vectors, but again if the other application calculates
tangent space using MikkTSpace, it should be able to use the tangent space normal maps.

Output

The export pipeline writes files to your documents folder e.g.

c:\users\windowsusername\Documents\Medium\Sculpts\oculususername\SculptName.

We output both OBJ and FBX files for the mesh data.
OBJ files are simple and in ASCII, but only support UVs and not vertex colors or tangent
vectors. OBJ files are much larger than binary file forrmats because they are ASCII. We use a
nonstandard extension to OBJ files to add vertex color, which is compatible with ZBrush, but it
may or may not work with all OBJ readers.
FBX files are binary and so are much smaller than OBJ. Additionally, they can support all of the
vertex attributes that we support (vertex colors, tangent vectors, and binormal vectors).

We output both TGA and PNG for the texture map data. PNG files work best, because they are
losslessly compressed, and because Medium stores normals using 16 bit precision per channel
in PNG files. TGA files use only 8 bits per channel for normal maps, which can cause banding
artifacts.

Additional Information
Medium Coordinate System

Medium uses a right-handed Z-up coordinate system with units set to meters. Exported meshes
and normal maps use this convention. Here’s a helpful diagram that we have hanging on the
wall in our office:

Medium’s FBX exporter sets the coordinate system and units to ZUp and meters. Unity imports
this correctly without changing anything. Unreal imports the FBX’s coordinate system correctly,
but it does not seem to use the scale set in the FBX file. As a result, you need to scale the mesh
by 100 when you import it into Unreal.
OBJ files cannot store information about the coordinate system and units, so Medium writes out
data as ZUp in meters.

Medium Sculpt Origin / Reference Frame
Medium exports the sculpt according to the parameters set with the sculpt origin. The sculpt
origin can be found in layer mode, and can be selected with your tool hand trigger. Here is what
it looks like:

By selecting the locator, you can scale, translate, and rotate how your sculpt will export via the
origin. You can manipulate either by using the transform menus or by free-hand manipulation.
By default the sculpt origin is Z-up (the blue axis is Z).
If you press “Set to World Scale”, you will make the Sculpt be scaled to what it is currently set to
in world space. This is handy if you are are trying to make objects relative to yourself in the real
or virtual world.

In the left hand side screenshot, you can see where we’ve sculpted the word “Origin” above the
sculpt origin. On the right, you can see the same sculpt in Maya centered around (0,0,0).

